
Editorial 

Men's Central Jail should be demolished. But 

what should replace it? 

 
 

A Los Angeles County Sheriff's deputy look over a cell module at Men's Central Jail in 
downtown L.A. last August. (Los Angeles Times) 
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Men's Central Jail needs to go, but how should L.A. County replace it? 

The price tag makes the jail construction project the most expensive in county history 

"Can we get some better light in here?" asks a man sitting on his bunk in a cell at Los Angeles 

County's Men's Central Jail. He has given up trying to make out the words in a paperback book 

and directs his question to Assistant Sheriff Terri McDonald, who is leading visitors down a 

corridor straight out of an old prison movie. Inmates grab the bars of cells lined up on one side. 

Deputies can't peer in from a safe distance and must repeatedly walk the floor to spot any 

problems. 
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McDonald's response to the lighting question reaches past the issue of bulbs and wiring to the 

design and condition of Men's Central Jail. "I want to tear this place down," she tells the inmate 

(who eagerly offers his assistance). 

 
 

After three years of turmoil arising from abuse of jail inmates, the Los Angeles County 
Board of Supervisors on Tuesday agreed to outside monitoring of nearly all aspects of 
its jail operation. ( The Times editorial board ) 
 

And she repeats this to the visitors as they move through other wings of the jail, where inmates 

sit on bunks jammed into dorm rooms instead of cellblocks. "If I accomplish one thing while I'm 

here, it's to take this place down," she says. "And replace it." 

And replace it — there's the rub. Virtually no one defends the dungeon that is Men's Central Jail, 

built in 1963 and expanded in the 1970s. But replace it with what? How big a facility? At how 

high a cost? 

The Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors spent the last decade putting off those questions. 

Then, in May, it adopted a $2-billion plan to demolish the complex and build a new 4,800-bed 

downtown jail designed around the clinical needs of the large number of inmates with mental 

health and substance abuse problems, as well as the security requirements of inmates who pose a 

high risk of harm to others. Also part of the plan is a 1,600-bed campus-like women's jail in 

Lancaster. 
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The supervisors chose the plan from among several presented by Vanir Construction 

Management Inc., a firm in the business of building such facilities. The price tag makes the 

construction project the most expensive in county history. 

The updated design would certainly be an improvement over the current jail, yet it remains 

rooted in questionable estimates and bygone practices. It ignores the conclusions of a 2011 jail 

population study commissioned by the board, then for all practical purposes forgotten. 

If they build a jail, they will fill it.-  

The Vera Institute of Justice report noted that the safest and most efficient use of the jails 

required that each county agency that sends people there — the district attorney, city attorneys, 

the Probation Department, plus the courts — reduce unnecessary incarceration as much as 

possible. And it laid out ways to achieve that goal. 

The county jails on any given night house more than 3,000 people diagnosed with severe mental 

illness, and Los Angeles County Dist. Atty. Jackie Lacey, leading a task force to do the kind of 

diversion the Vera report recommended, contends that a smart diversion and treatment program 

could lower that population by 1,000. 

Other factors already lowering the jail population, or with potential to lower it, include: 
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• Release of low-risk inmates awaiting trial. Sheriff's officials are studying an extremely modest 

pilot program for release of 25 inmates who remain in jail only because they can't pay bail. But 

criminologists have estimated that there are 1,000 inmates similarly situated and who present 

much lower flight risk than some of their more violent counterparts who can afford bail. 

• Proposition 47, the November initiative that reduced six felonies, including simple drug 

possession and shoplifting, to misdemeanors — meaning that conviction of those offenses will 

result in shorter sentences. The measure already has reduced the jail population by hundreds, 

mostly former felons who already had done their time under the reclassification. 

• Split sentencing. Beginning Jan. 1, judges imposing sentences for a category of felonies 

deemed non-serious must divide the felons' time between jail and supervised release, or else state 

on the record why they opted not to do so. 
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Proposition 47, adopted last month, turned six drug possession and low-level property 
felonies into misdemeanors, setting in motion some rejiggering of California's criminal 
justice system. Among the changes in Los Angeles is the transfer of caseloads among 
jurisdictions: Many crimes formerly... ( The Times editorial board ) 
 

In pushing forward with a new jail that could keep as many people locked up as were, say, two 

years ago, the Board of Supervisors is in effect making an astounding policy statement: The 

current jail population is the correct one, despite the theoretical embrace of mental health 

diversion, the ability to authorize some no-bail, pretrial releases, and the recent reduction of 

sentences for some crimes. And the $2 billion — or perhaps twice that, when including bond 

interest — should all be spent on incarceration rather than more effective, and cost-effective, 

alternatives. 

Such a statement is both incorrect and potentially self-fulfilling: If they build a jail, they will fill 

it. In other words, the supervisors won't have the incentive — or the money — to build out the 

county's capacity for more just, more efficient and more effective community-based programs to 

end the cycle of recidivism. 

Supporters of the Vanir plan point out that Men's Central Jail is so over-capacity that inmates 

serve only 20% to 40% of their sentences. They argue that the space freed up by mental health 

diversion and all the other ways of reducing the jail population should be used to ensure that 

inmates serve their full time. But even if they do, the potential reductions would outpace the need 

for jail space. 

Men's Central Jail should be demolished. But again, replaced with what? A jail that will house 

just as many people as the current one, or a scaled down version that permits smarter use of 

limited resources? 

The Board of Supervisors, reconstituted following November's election, should rethink the plan 

adopted in May. In fact, it may have to; an American Civil Liberties Union of Southern 

California complaint on file with Lacey's office asserts that the action was not properly 

agendized and violated state open-meeting laws. 

The supervisors should grant the sheriff pretrial release authority, launch Lacey's diversion 

program, study the effect of Proposition 47 and split-sentencing, and take a sober look at the 

county's options. Somewhere between Vera and Vanir, they should find a better, more affordable 

way forward. 
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